Procedure

B: T & H have taken a strong pos. on powers of
a single f.

J: What is an ad-hoc mtg? Can I gather up a couple of
people to dismiss an agg, without
having to have a T?

H: When we need deliberation = call in
any j. to have power to act when

R: emergency panel in every role. (B's sug.)

J: OK but disagree with advocates to
have Br. J. senior J. act as ch. J.
ct. is not a ct unless it concerns;

J. feels strongly.

W: But we always have, convened when we
tell it no = summons panel on emergency issues.
In past, have met

B: All agree.

J: Panels yr. round at any mo. should
not go to panel for + wk unless received

Br: # in between panels during res.
form. # of mo. make impossible to get
panel together

Ans: Panel doesn't feel to can decide
d or send it to

All agree.

T: Panel of + t that next semi is +
emergency panel fri + wk before. All
agree that Ct. will sign matter to
last panel authorized to act.

Monday rule will stay apply.

If it comes in after Monday => go to next panel.